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INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of models of the first order predicate logic with identity 
we study the relationship between notions from logic and purely mathe-
matical objects, called relational systems, or (first order) structures, m, 
consisting of a set A and a sequence of relations on A corresponding to 
the predicate symbols of the logic. In such studies some of the most 
useful methods are those which permit us to form structures which have 
certain semantical properties. For example, the completeness theorem 
permits us to form a structure which satisfies a given consistent set of 
sentences. 
A more recent tool is the reduced product operation, which is particularly 
simple and direct from the mathematical point of view. Speaking very 
roughly, a reduced product Iliei ill:i/D of the structures mi, i El, is formed 
by first taking their direct product and then forming the quotient system 
determined in a certain way by the filter D on the index set 1. If D is 
an ultrafilter we have an ultraproduct (or prime reduced product), and 
if each m:i coincides with a fixed system ill: we have a reduced power, or 
ultrapower, ill: I j D. 
Ultraproducts have recently been applied to obtain new, comparatively 
direct mathematical proofs and at the same time stronger forms of a 
number of theorems in model theory. An outstanding example is the 
proof of the compactness theorem outlined in [33]. They have also been 
used to obtain several completely new results in the theory of models 
(for example, see [35]). Most of these applications depend on the funda-
mental result of Los [31, p. 105] which in one formulation states that 
any ultrapower of ill: is elementarily equivalent to ill:, i.e. satisfies exactly 
the same sentences of the predicate logic as ill: does. In this paper we shall 
find more relationships between ultraproducts and semantical notions. 
We shall be interested in adding to our knowledge of ultraproducts as 
well as in applying them to problems in the theory of models. 
* This paper is identical with the author's doctoral dissertation which was 
submitted in the spring of 1961 at the University of California. The research was 
supported in part by grant G 14006 of the National Science Foundation. 
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Our studies were motivated to a large extent by a single problem. It 
follows from the above theorem of Los that a sufficient condition for two 
structures to be elementarily equivalent is that they have some isomorphic 
ultrapowers. The problem is whether this condition is also necessary. An 
affirmative answer would be of interest for two reasons: first, it would 
provide a very convenient algebraic characterization of elementary 
equivalence, and second, it would give new information concerning the 
properties of the ultraproduct operation. In this paper we shall show that 
if we assume the generalized continuum hypothesis, then the solution to 
this problem is positive. That is (see Theorem 2.4), assuming the generalized 
continuum hypothesis, two struct1tres are elementarily equivalent if and only 
if they have some isomorphic ultrapowers. 
Our methods of proof not only give the results of Section 2, but can 
also be used to obtain a series of sharper results which tell us a great deal 
about the ultraproduct operation. For example (see Theorem A.4), for 
certain ultrafilters D, the ultraproducts ITiei IJldD play a role analogous to 
the '17rsystems of Hausdorff. 1) Many of our results can be generalized 
to apply to reduced products. 
The subject known as the theory of models was first developed explicitly 
by TARSKI, [41]. Most of our basic model-theoretic notions, such as that 
of elementary equivalence, were introduced by him. (See [40]). The 
central problem discussed above is an outgrowth of the much more 
general question, proposed by Tarski, of obtaining workable mathematical 
criteria for semantical notions such as elementary equivalence. It was 
shown by TARSKI [39, 41] that these notions -~ould at least be defined 
in a purely mathematical way ·by simply imitating the well-known 
recursive definition of satisfaction of a formula. A mathematical char-
acterization of elementary equivalence which has no connection with the 
one given in Theorem 2.4 was obtained by FRAISSE in [10], and was 
applied by EHRENFEUCHT in [8]. A similar characterization was given by 
MYCIELSKI in [34]. An analogue of our result, given in [20] and [27], 
states that two structures are elementarily equivalent if and only if 
they have some isomorphic limit ultrapowers. This result is proved by 
methods quite different from ours. It has the advantage of not requiring 
the continuum hypothesis, but the disadvantage that the algebraic 
operation known as limit ultrapower which is used is more complex, and 
sometimes less useful for applications, than the ultrapower operation. 
Skolem's construction (see [36]) of a non-standard model of arithmetic 
was an early forerunner of the ultra product construction. The "operation 
(P)" discussed by Los in [31, p. 104] is, up to isomorphism, exactly the 
ultraproduct construction, except that it was defined by Los only for 
1) An 1)0-system is defined by Hausdorff in [16, pp. 180-l] as a set A with a 
simple ordering < such that for any two subsets B, 0!;;; A of cardinality less than 
w0 satisfying b < c for all b E B, c E 0, there exists a E A satisfying b < a for all 
b E B and a < c for all c E 0. 
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structures with operations instead of relations. The definition of ultra-
product, and more generally of reduced product, which we shall adopt 
here was first given by FRAYNE, ScoTT, and TARSKI in [14], and was 
suggested by the "weak direct products" of CHANG and MoREL in [6], 
as well as by the work of Los. 
FRAYNE, MoREL, and ScoTT in [12] give a comprehensive treatment 
of the basic properties of reduced products. In Section 1 we shall give a 
brief account of the definitions and theorems from [12] which we shall 
need, and we shall also introduce the necessary terminology from set 
theory and the theory of models. In Section 2 we prove our main theorems, 
including characterizations of the notions of elementary equivalence and 
of elementary class in terms of ultraproducts. In the Appendix we give 
an indication of the series of stronger results which can be obtained by 
our methods. A detailed treatment of the results stated without proofs 
in the Appendix will be given in a future publication. 2) 
A number of interesting discussions with C. C. CHANG, DANA ScoTT, 
RoBERT VAUGHT, and my thesis advisor ALFRED TARSKI were of great 
value in the preparation of this manuscript. 
SECTION l. PRELIMINARIES. 
We shall distinguish between sets and classes, where a set is a class 
which is an element of some other class. Occasionally we shall also consider 
collections of classes. We shall always assume the axiom of choice, and 
shall also use equivalent formulations such as the well-ordering principle 
and the (Hausdorff) maximal principle. 
Ordinal numbers will be denoted by the small Greek letters It, (2, ~' C, rJ, 
and natural numbers (finite ordinal numbers) by m, n, p. The usual 
symbols 0, 1, 2, ... , denote the first natural numbers. We suppose that 
ordinal numbers have been defined so that each ordinal number coincides 
with the set of all smaller ordinal numbers. Thus in particular 0 is the 
empty set. We identify cardinal numbers with the corresponding initial 
ordinal numbers. The letters iX, {3, y, will be used for ordinal numbers 
which are cardinal numbers. We denote the smallest infinite ordinal 
number by w, and call sets of cardinality < w countable sets. For each 
ordinal number~' wr; denotes the smallest infinite cardinal number which 
exceeds wr; for each C < ~- The notion of the sum ~ + C of two ordinal 
numbers ~, C is assumed known. 
If X, Y are any two sets, we denote the cardinality of X by x(X), 
the set of all functions of X into Y by yx, the cartesian product of X 
and Y by X x Y, and the set of elements of X which are not elements 
of Y by X- Y. The domain of a function f is denoted by Df, and the 
range off by Gf. Thus for any function f we have f C Df x Gf and f E Gf 0 1. 
We sometimes denote a function f with domain I by (Xi)iei where 
2) Most of the results of this paper were announced in [23, 24, 25, 26]. Extensions 
of many of our results to infinite-valued logics are announced by Chang [5]. 
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Xi= f(i) for each i E I, and we call (Xi)ier a system indexed by I. If I is 
a set and (Xi)iei is a system of sets indexed by I, then ITierXi denotes 
the cartesian product of (Xt)iei· If~ is an ordinal number, we sometimes 
call a system a= (ag)c<; a ~-termed sequence. If we have a system (Xi)ier 
and a sequence a E (IlieiXi)<, we sometimes abbreviate, for i E I, a(i) = 
= (ac(i))c<<· 
We shall use the notation {xI ... x ... }, where ... x ... is to be replaced 
by some statement about x, to denote the class of all x such that .. . x . .. is 
satisfied. If X is any class, then the union of X, denoted by UX, is the 
class of all elements belonging to some member of X, and the intersection 
of X, denoted by nx, is the class of all elements belonging to every 
member of X. We shall also apply the notation of this paragraph to col-
lections of classes. 
If ~ is an ordinal number, we shall let (w;)+ denote wH 1 • 
By the generalized continuum hypothesis we mean the hypothesis that 
wH 1 =u(2"'<) for each ordinal number~' or equivalently that .x+=u(2"') 
for each infinite cardinal number <X. 
For any set X, let S(X) denote the set of all subsets of X. For any 
cardinal number <X, we denote by Sa(X) the set of all subsets of X of 
cardinality < .x, and we define Sa(X) ={X- Y I Y E Sa( X)}. D is said to 
be a (proper) filter on X if DC S(X), 0 ¢: D, X ED, and for any Y1, Y2 ED 
and Z E S(X), Y1n Y2 ED and Y1 u ZED, Thus if D is a filter on X, 
then X= UD. D is an ultrafilter on X if D is a filter on X such that for 
any Y E S(X), either Y ED or X- Y ED. 
We now state a fundamental theorem, first" proved by TARSKI in [38], 
concerning the existence of ultrafilters. 
Ultrafilter Theorem. For every set X and every filter D on X, 
there exists an ultrafilter on X which includes D. 
A set Y of sets is said to have the finite intersection property if Z E Sw(Y) 
implies nz i=- 0. If E C S(X) and E has the finite intersection property, 
then E is included in the filter D={(nZ)u Y I Z ESw(E) and Y ES(X)} 
on X. By the Ultrafilter Theorem, E is also included in some ultrafilter 
on X. 
We shall now develop those portions of the theory of models which 
are needed for this article; cf. [ 41, 42]. 
By a similarity type, or briefly a type, we mean a function tt such that 
Dtt is an ordinal number and Ott C w. Let tt be a type and let e = Dtt. 
A system lll =(A, R 7);.<e is said to be a relational system, or (first order) 
structure, of type tt if A is a non-empty set, and R;. E 2A.u<J.J for each A.< e. 
Thus each R;. is the characteristic function of a relation on A with tt(A.) 
argument places. For each structure lll, there is a unique type tt such 
that lll is of type f-l· Throughout this paper we shall assume that tt is a type, 
that e= Dtt, that lll=(A, R;.);.q, li3=(B, S;.);.<e and [=(0, T;);.<e are 
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structures of type fl, and that K, M, N are classes of structures of type fl· 
W is said to be finite if x(A) < w, infinite if x(A) > w, countable if x(A) < w, 
and of cardinality tX if ;>,:(A)= tX. 
R;. is said to be operational if f/,(A) > 0 and, for each ao, ... , a I'(J.l _ 2 E A, 
there is a unique af.'(A)- 1 E A such that R;.(ao, ... , a"'(J.l- 1)= l. In mathe-
matics one often considers algebraic systems, which have operations as 
well as relations. However, for the purposes of the present investigations, 
there will be no loss of generality if, instead of considering algebraic 
systems, we consider the corresponding relational systems obtained by 
replacing operations by operational relations. We shall therefore restrict 
our attention to relational systems. 
Let L(f/,) be the first order predicate logic with identity symbol =, 
an w-termed sequence of individual variables Vo, Vt, v2, ... , and a #(A)-
placed predicate symbol P;. for each A<(?. We shall use the symbols 
V, /\, -----,, --+, --&, V, [[[,in the usual ways to denote propositional connectives 
and quantifiers. L(f/,) has no function variables or constants, and no 
predicate variables. We assume the definitions of atomic formula, formula, 
sentence, and free variable are known. We shall denote arbitrary formulas 
of L(fl) by <P, lJI, e. We shall denote sets of formulas of L(fl) by r. 
<P(vo), lJI(vo), 6(vo) will denote formulas of L(f/,) having only Vo as a free 
variable. 
We assume that the notion of a sequence a E A"' satisfying a formula <P 
in W is known (see [43]). For example, a satisfies the formula 
Vt=V2 V [f[vo[P,(vo, Vt, ... , vl'(i.l- 1)] 
in W if and only if either a1 = a2 or there exists an element b E A such 
that R_,(b, a1, ... , al'(i.l- 1)= l. W is said to be a model of the sentence <P 
if <P holds in W, i.e. <P is satisfied by any a E A"' in W. Similarly, W is a 
model of the set r of sentences if every member of r holds in W. We 
shall denote the class of all models of type f/, of a set r of sentences of 
L(,u) by T(~'l, and we also write </J(I'l for {<P}("'l. Dually, we shall denote 
the set of all sentences of L(f/,) which. hold in W by W* (where f/, is the 
unique type of W), and the set of all sentences of L(f/,) which hold in 
every member of K by K*. A set r of sentences is said to be consistent 
if every finite subset of r has a model. It is obvious that if r has a model 
then r is consistent. The Compactness Theorem (cf. HENKIN [17] and 
MALCEV [32]) states that if r is consistent then r has a model. We shall 
not make explicit use of the Compactness Theorem in this paper; however, 
see the remarks following Theorem 1.1. 
By the complement of K, denoted by K, we mean the class of all structures 
W of type f/, such that W ¢= K. K is said to be an elementary class, in symbols 
K E EO, if K = </J(I'l for some sentence <P of L(f/,). Clearly K E EO if and 
only if K EEO. Wand 58 are said to be elementarily equivalent ~f W*=58*. 
Clearly W* =58* if and only if 58 E IJ_{*("'l. K is said to be elementary in 
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the wider sense, in symbols K E EOLl, if K = n X for some subcollection 
X~ EO. Thus K E EOLl if and only if K = r(p) for some set r of sentences 
of L(11), and also if and only if K =K*(Pl. We always have K*(pl E EOLJ, 
and in fact K*(pl is included in any other member of EOLl which includes K. 
We therefore refer to K*(pl as the member of EOLJ generated by K (or the 
topological closure of K). We write K E EOz; if K = UX for some sub-
collection X ~ EO. It follows that K E EO z: if and only if K E EO Ll· K is 
said to be elementarily closed, in symbols K E EOLJz:, if K = UX for some 
sub collection X ~ EO Ll· It is clear that K E EO Llz: if and only if K = n X 
for some subcollection X~ EOz;, and if and only if K E EOLJz:, and if 
and only if K = U {~*(pl I~ E K}, and also if and only if K is closed 
under elementary equivalence. We always have U {~*(pl I~ E K} E EOLJz:, 
and in fact this class is included in any other elementary closed class 
which includes K. We refer to U {~*(pl I ~ E K} as the elementarily 
closed class generated by K (or the elementary closure of K). Note that 
X~ EOLl implies nx E EOLl, X~ EOz: implies UX E EOz:, and X~ EOLlz: 
implies n X E EO Llz: and U X E EO LlE· Also, EO ~ EO L1 ~ EO Llz: and 
EO ~EO z: ~ EO LlE• and it follows from the Compactness Theorem that 
]£0=E0Ll n EOz:. 
Suppose 11' is a type which includes the type 11, and let e' = D11'. Then 
any formula of L(11) is also a formula of L(11'). By the wreduct of the 
structure (A, R 7)J.<e' of type 11' we mean the structure (A, R;.);.<e of 
type 11· If~' is a structure of type 11', a EA''", and t1J is a formula of L(11), 
then a satisfies tP in ~' if and only if a satisfies tP in the 11-reduct of ~'. 
K is said to be a psuedo-elementary class, in symbols-,K E PO, if and only 
if there is a type 11' ::2 11 and a sentence t:P' of L(11') such that K is the class 
of all wreducts of models of t:P'. Clearly EO~ PO. 
If~ is an ordinal number, we denote by 11 EB ~ the particular type 11' 
such that 11 ~ 11', D11' =e+~, and 11'(.A.)= 1 whenever e<.A.<e+~. Thus 
the language L(11 EB ~) is obtained from L(11) by adjoining a sequence of 
~ new unary predicates. If a E A<, we denote by (~, a) the structure of 
type 11 EB ~ which has ~ as its 11-reduct and such that, for each !; < ~ and 
b EA, ReH(b)=l if and only if b=a,. 
A function f E BA is an isomorphism from ~ to )8 if f is one-one, 
Of=B and, for any .A.<e and any a EA~'(J.l, R;.(ao, ... , ap(J.l- 1)=8;.(/(ao), ... , 
f(ap(J.l- 1)). If there exists an isomorphism from ~ to )8, then ~ and )8 
are said to be isomorphic, in symbols ~ ~ )8. 
We now introduce the notion of a reduced product, which was mentioned 
in the introduction. 
Let (~i\EI be a system of structures ~i = (Ai, R;.i)J.<e of type 11 indexed 
by the set I. Let D be any filter on I. For any elements f, g E ITiei Ai, 
we write f -n g (read f, g are equivalent modulo D) if and only if 
{i E I I f( i) = g( i)} E D. The statement f n g has the intuitive meaning 
that f and g are equal almost everywhere. 
It is proved in [12] that n is an equivalence relation on the set ITiei Ai. 
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For each f eiJiEIAi, let f/D= {gIg D !}, the equivalence class off with 
respect to the relation -D. Let Iliei AdD= {1/D If E Ilier Ai}· In [12] it is 
shown that, for each A<(], there is a unique ,u(J.)-ary relation on Iliei Ai/D 
whose characteristic function R;. (D) is defined by the condition: for any 
fo, ... ,/l',;.l-1 eiJierAi, 
R;.(Dl(fo/D, ... , /~'-''J- 1/D)= 1 if and only if 
{i EI I R;.i(/o(i), ... , /p(t.J- 1(i))=1} ED. 
By the reduced product ITiei IJJ.i/D of the system (IJJ.i)iei modulo D we 
mean the structure <ITiei Ai/D, R;.(Dl);.q of type ,u. 
A familiar special case of the reduced product construction is the 
direct product Ilier IJJ.i, which arises when D ={I}. In case each structure IJJ.i 
coincides with the same structure 111., the reduced product Ilier IJJ.i/D is 
called the reduced power of 111. modulo D, and is written IJJ.IjD. 
A reduced product Ilier IJJ.dD is called an ultraproduct, and a reduced 
power IJJ.IjD is called an ultrapower, if D is an ultrafilter on I. 
Let Prod(K) denote the class of all structures 111. such that 111. is iso-
morphic to an ultra product of some system of members of K. Let Pow(K) 
denote the class of all structures 111. such that 111. is isomorphic to an ultra-
power of some member of K. We obviously have K C Pow(K) C Prod(K), 
K C M implies Prod(K) C Prod(M) and Pow(K) C Pow(M), and Prod 
( {111.}) =Pow({IJJ.}). We shall abbreviate Pow(IJJ.)=Pow( {111.}). Then Pow(K) = 
= U {Pow(IJJ.) 1111. E K}. 
We now state without proof some basic results concerning ultrapro-
ducts. The first theorem is an improvement of the fundamental result of 
Los stated in the introduction. Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.6 are con-
sequences of Theorem l.l. All of these results are either stated, or are 
immediate corollaries of results stated in [13], [31], and [33]. Their 
proofs can be found in [12] and also in [29]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let (IJJ.i)iEr be a system of structures of type ,u, let D 
be an ultrafilter on the set I, and let tP be a sentence of L(,u). Then 
ifJ E (IJiEIIJJ.i/D)* if and only if {i E I I ifJ E IJJ.i*} ED. 
The Compactness Theorem has been shown in [33] to be easily 
obtainable as a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and the Ultrafilter Theorem. 
Just as the Compactness Theorem has historically been of basic importance 
in the theory of models, Theorem 1.1 will be of basic importance in the 
present paper. 
Theorem 1.2. If K E EOLJJ:, then K =Pow(K). 
Theorem 1.3. K eEOLJ if and only if K eEOLJ:t: and K=Prod(K). 
Theorem 1.4. K E EO if and only if K E EOLJJ:, K =Prod(K), and 
K=Prod(K). 
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Theorem 1.5. Let tt' be a type which includes f-l· For each i E I, let 
2!i' be a structure of type tt' with tt-reduct 2!i. Let D be a filter on I. Then 
niEI 2!dD is the tt-reduct of ITw 2!/JD. 
Theorem 1.6. If KEPO, then K=Prod(K). 
SECTION 2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SEMANTICAL NOTIONS. 
In this section we shall characterize various semantical notions, such 
as elementary classes and elementary equivalence, in terms of ultra-
products. The basic theorem is Theorem 2.2, which, roughly speaking, 
gives a semantical necessary and sufficient condition for two systems of 
structures to have isomorphic ultraproducts when the generalized con-
tinuum hypothesis is assumed. All of the remaining results of this section 
are rather easy consequences of Theorem 2.2. We begin with a set-
theoretic lemma. 
Lemma 2 .1. Let ex be an infinite cardinal number and let (X~;)t;<"' 
be an ex-termed sequence of sets X~; such that x(X~;) =ex for each ; <ex. Then 
there is a sequence ( Y ~;) ~<"' such that whenever ; <ex and 'fJ <;, we have 
Y./'~ Y~;=O, Y 11 C X 11 , and x(Y11 )=cx. 
Proof: It follows from the axiom of choice that there is a one-one 
function h such that Dh =ex and Gh =ex x ex. Let F be the set of all one-one 
functions f such that Df E ex and, whenever ; E Df and h(;)=(i;, 'f)), we 
have f(;) EX c. By the maximal principle, F contains a maximal chain G 
with respect to set inclusion. Clearly UG=g is a one-one function such 
that Dg E ex+ 1 and, whenever; E Dg and h(;) ~ (i;, 'f)), we have g(;) EXc. 
Suppose Dg=; <ex. Let h(;)= (i;, n). Since x(Xc) =ex and x(Gg) =x(;) <ex, 
there is an element x EXc-Gg. But then the function g'=gU {(;, x)} 
belongs to F, and the maximal chain G could be extended to the larger 
chain Gu {g'}. Since this is impossible, we conclude that Dg=cx. 
For each i;<cx, define Yc={g(;) I ;<ex and, for some n<cx, h(;)=(i;, n)}. 
From our observations about g we see at once that the sequence (Y~;)t;<"' 
has the desired properties and our proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.2. Let ex be a cardinal number such that cx;;.w, cx;;.x(Q), 
and x(2"') =ex+. Let x(I) =ex and let (2!i)iei> (5Si)iei be two systems of 
structures of type tt and of cardinality < x(2"'). Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) There exist ultrafilters D, E on I such that S"'(I) CD, S"'(I) C E, and 
ITiei 2!i/D "'ITieJ 5Si/E · 
(ii) There is no sentence C/J of L(tt) such that {i E I I C/J E l2!i*} E S"'(I) 
and {i E I I (--, C/J) E 5Si*} E S,.(I). 
Proof: Suppose (i) holds but {i E I I C/J E l2!i*} E S"'(I) and {i E I I 
(--, C/J) E 5Si*} E S,.(I). Then by Theorem 1.1, C/J E (fliEI 2!i/D)* and 
(--, C/J) E (flier 5Si/E)*, contradicting flier 2!i/D"' ITiei 5StfE. Hence (i) 
implies (ii). 
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Suppose (ii) holds. LetA= IIiaAi, B= IIiEIBi. Sincex(2"') =<X+, x(A) <;<X+ 
and x(B) <<X+. By the well-ordering principle there exist sequences a, b 
such that Da=o:+, Db=o:+, Ga=A, and Gb=B. We now define F as the 
set of all sets c x d such that, for some ~<<X+, c E A; and dEB;, and the 
following three conditions are satisfied: ( 1) if A is a limit ordinal, n < w, 
and A+2n<~, then cA+ 2n=aA+m (2) if A is a limit ordinal, n<w, and 
A+ 2n + 1 < ~' then d-'+2n+1 = b;.+n; (3) there is no sentence I[J of L(fl ffi ~) 
such that {i E I llfJ E (m:i, c(i))*} EB"'(I) and {i E I I (--, lfJ) E (?Bi, d(i))*} E S"'(I). 
By the maximal principle, F includes a maximal chain G with respect 
to set inclusion. It is easily seen that U G is of the form c x d where, for 
some ~<;<X+, cEA;, dEB;, and the conditions (1), (2) are satisfied. In 
case ~ = 0, (3) coincides with our hypothesis (ii) and is therefore satisfied. 
If ~>0, then since~= U {De I ex I EG}, any formula of L(flffi ~)is also 
a formula of L(fl ffi De) for some ex I E G. Thus (3) is also satisfied when 
~>0. 
We shall show that ~=<X+. Suppose ~<<X+, and let A be the largest limit 
ordinal < ~. We shall distinguish two cases : ~=A+ 2n, and ~=A+ 2n + 1, 
where n<w. 
Suppose we have the first case, ~=A+2n. Let c'=cU {<~, aHn)}. Then 
c' E AH1 and condition (1) is satisfied with c', ~+ 1 in place of c, ~. Let 
r be the set of all formulas lfJ(vo) of L(fl ffi ~) such that 
{i E I I (Rlvo[PeH(vo) 1\ lfJ(vo)]) E (m:i, c'(i))*} EB"(I). 
x( F)< <X because x(e) <<X and x(;) <<X. For each I[J E r, let 
X(lfJ)={i EI I (RlvolfJ(vo)) E (?Bi, d(i))*}. 
Then x(X(IfJ))=<X whenever I[J E r; this follows from (3) with {f[volfJ(vo) 
in place of lfJ. By Lemma 2.1 there is a function X' ES(I)r such that 
for every distinct lfJ, 1JI E F, we have X'(lfJ) n X'(lJI) = 0, X'(lfJ) C X(lfJ), 
and x(X'(IfJ))=<X. Choose a function IE BI such that, for each I[J E rand 
i E X'(lfJ), l(i) satisfies I[J in (?Bi, d(i)). Let d' =d u {<~,I>}. Then it follows 
at once from the definitions of r and F that c' x d' E F. Since UG is 
properly included in c' x d', G u {c' x d'} is a chain which properly includes 
G and is included in F. But this contradicts our choice of G as a maximal 
chain. Therefore ~ cannot be of the form A+ 2n. 
Under the assumption that ~=A+2n+1, we may argue exactly as 
above, with the roles of c and d interchanged, and again arrive at a contra-
diction. It follows that our assumption that ~<<X+ was incorrect, and 
hence ~=<X+. 
By condition (1), Gc=Ga=A, and by (2), Gd=Gb=B. For each 
sentence I[J of L(fl ffi <X+), let Y(lfJ) = {i E I llfJ E (m:i, c(i))*}, and 
Z(lfJ)= {i E I llfJ E (?Bi, d(i))*}. Then (3) states that there is no sentence 
I[J of L(!l ffi <X+) such that Y(lfJ) E S"'(I) and Z(--, lfJ) E S"'(I). Moreover, we 
always have Y(--, lfJ) =I- Y(lfJ), Y(lfJ 1\ lJI) = Y(lfJ) n Y(lJI), and similarly 
for Z. 
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Let Eo= {Z(lP) I Y(lP) E S"(I) and lP is a sentence of L(fk EB a+)}. If 
h, J2 E Eo, then h n J2 E Eo and x(h) =a. It follows from the Ultra-
filter Theorem that there is an ultrafilter Eon I such that Eo u S"(I) C E. 
Let Do= {Y(lP) I Z(lP) E E and lP is a sentence of L(fk EB a+)}. If 
J1, J2 E Do, then J1n J2 E Do. If J E D0, then J = Y(lP) and Z(lP) E E for 
some lP, so Z(---, lP) ¢c E0, Y(---, lP) ¢c S"(I), and therefore x(J) =a. By the 
Ultrafilter Theorem there is an ultrafilter Don I such that D0 u S"(I) CD. 
If lP is any sentence of L(fk EB a+), we have Y(lP) ED if and only if 
Z(lP) E E, for if Y(lP) ED, then Y(---, lP) ¢c D, Z(---, lP) ¢c E, and Z(lP) E E. 
For any 'YJ, C<a+, if C11/D=cc/D, we have Y([[[vo[Pe+ 11 (vo)APeH(vo)]) ED, 
Z([[[vo[Pe+ 11 (vo) A PeH(vo)]) E E, and hence d11 jE=dcfE. Similarly if 
d11 fE=dcfE, then c11 jD=cc/D. Therefore a one-one function f of IJier Ai/D 
onto IJiei Bi/E is defined by the condition f(ccfD)=dcfE for each C<a+. 
For any sentence lP of L(fk EB a+) we have, by Theorem 1.1, that 
lP E (IJier (llli, c(i))/D)* if and only if Y(lP) ED, and lP E (IJier (lSi, d(i))/E)* 
if and only if Z(lP) EE. Therefore (IJiei (llli, c(i))/D)* = (IJiEI (lSi, d(i))/E)*. 
By Theorem 1.4, the wreducts of Ilier (llli, c(i))jD, Ilier (lSi, d(i))/E are 
Ilier 2Xi/D, IJiei lBdE respectively. Therefore f is an isomorphism from 
Ilier 2Xi/D to Tiiei lBi/E, and the proof is complete. 3) 
In the above proof it can easily be seen that if x(Ai) > 1 for each i E I, 
then Do is already an ultrafilter on I, so the ultrafilter D is completely 
determined by the sequences c, d and the ultrafilter E. We now obtain 
at once the characterization of elementary equivalence mentioned in 
the introduction. 
Theorem 2.3. 4 ) Let a be a cardinal number such that a;;.w, a;;.x(e), 
and x(2")=a+. Let Ill, lB be two structures of cardinality < x(2"). Then the 
following two conditions are equivalent. 
(i) There exist ultrafilters D, E on a such that \ll"fD ,....., lB"jE. 
(ii) Ill* =lB*. 
3) In this proof we have made use (in a modified form) of Cantor's method in 
[3] of showing, by choosing a double sequence, that all countable dense simply 
ordered systems are isomorphic. Cantor's method has also been applied elsewhere, 
for example by Hausdorffin [16] to show that any two 1Jq-systems of cardinality wq 
are isomorphic. 
4 ) In the special case in which fk = 0, and thus \l(, 58 have no relations, this 
becomes a purely set-theoric result which is known to hold even without the 
hypothesis x(2") = a+. In the case fk = 0 and a = w, the result is essentially given 
in [II]. In the case fk = 0 with no additional restrictions, the result is due to D. 
Monk and is proved in [12]. The special case in which \l(, 58 are finite is also known 
to hold without the hypothesis x(2") = a+, and is stated in [II]. The particular 
cases in which a = w and \l(, 58 are dense simply ordered systems, ordered abelian 
groups, or real closed fields, are proved (assuming x(200 ) = w1), by Kochen in [29], 
using the methods of [9] and [16]. Theorem 2.3 was first proved by the author in 
late 1959 for the special case a = w, and was announced in abstract [21]. 
The general Theorem 2.3 was obtained (along with most of the other results of 
this paper) in late 1960, and follows from results announced in [25]. 
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Proof: This theorem is exactly the special case of Theorem 2.2 m 
which I= ex and, for each i E I, Wt = 2l and ?St = ?S. 
In Theorem 2.2 we have not assumed the full generalized continuum 
hypothesis, but only that u(cx+) = 2"' for the single given cardinal number ex 
which occurs in the statement of the theorem. We could continue in this 
manner, with the statements of all our remaining theorems depending 
on ex. However, our results can be stated much more elegantly if we 
make the following 
Assumption: For the remainder of Section 2 we assume the generalized 
continuum hypothesis. 
A simpler form of Theorem 2.3 is the following. 
Theorem 2.4. 5) W*=?S* if and only if Pow(SU:)n Pow(?S)*O. 
Proof: If W*=?S*, then Pow(SU:)n Pow(?S)*O by Theorem 2.3. 
Conversely, by Theorem 1.2, Pow(W) C ll(*<Jtl and Pow(?S) C ?S*<Jt>, so if 
Pow(W)n Pow(?S)*O then ll(*<P>n ?S*<Jt>*o, and W*=?S*. 
Theorem 2.4 has the purely mathematical consequence that the relation 
defined by Pow(W) n Pow(?S) * 0 is an equivalence relation which divides 
the class of all structures of type fk into at most u(2e) u u(2"') equivalence 
classes. Without the generalized continuum hypothesis it is not even 
known whether this relation is transistive. 
Theorem 2.5. K*u M* is consistent if and only if Prod(K)n 
n Prod(M)*O. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.3, Prod(K) CProd(K*<P>)=K*<Jtl andProd(M) C 
C Prod(M*<~'>) = M*<Jtl. Hence if 2:( E Prod(K) n Prod(M), then 2:( E K*<Jt> n 
n M*<~'>, 2:( E (K* u M*)<P>, and K* u M* is consistent. 
Conversely suppose K* u M* is consistent. We must have K * 0 and 
M*O, for otherwise ([i[vo[---. vo=vo]) EK*u M*. Let Fr= U {W*!SU:EK}, 
and n = u {?S* I 5S EM}. By the axiom of choice we may choose 
structures m:q; E K n (/J<Jtl, ?S'¥ EM n lj!(Jl) for each cp E rl, lJ! E r2. Let (X 
be an infinite cardinal number such that cx;;;.u(e), cx;;;.u(Aq;) whenever 
cp E Fr, and cx>u(B'¥) whenever lJ! En. Let I =(X X Fr X n. Then u(I)=cx. 
For each i = (~, C/J, lJ!) E I, let 2lt = ll(q; and ?St = ?S'¥. If e is a sentence 
5) Theorem 2.4 was first obtained by the author in late 1959 for the special 
case that u(e)+, W, and 58 have cardinality ,;:;;; w1, and was stated (without proof) 
in [21]. The present generalization (in a somewhat stronger form, which we state 
in the appendix as Corollary A.8) was announced independently at the end of 
1960 by Kochen in his abstract [28] as Theorem 1 and by the author in abstract 
[25] as Theorem 5. However, as indicated by Kochen in his abstract, he derived 
the result in question from a stronger result stated in [28] as Theorem 2, and the 
author has subsequently shown by means of a counterexample that this stronger 
result is false. (See the footnote following Theorem A.9 in the Appendix). Thus 
the proof of our Theorem 2.4 which Kochen had in mind when publishing his 
abstract does not seem to be correct. 
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of L(fl) such that {i E I I 8 E IXt*} E S"(I), then 8 E IX,.,* for all <[J E rl, 
so (---, 8) ¢'. n and 8 E K*. Similarly if {i E I I (---, 8) E 55t*} E S"(I) then 
(---, 8) E Jill*. Since K* u M* is consistent, we never have 8 E K* and 
(---, 8) EM*. It follows that condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. By 
Theorem 2.2, Prod(K) n Prod(M) =!= 0, and the proof is complete. 
Not.ico that Theorem 2.4 may be regarded as the special case of Theorem 
2.5 in which K ={IX} and M ={55}. 
Theorem 2.6. The following three conditions are eq1tivalent. 
(i) K E EOtJ~· 
(ii) K = Pow(K) and K = Pow(K). 
(iii) For some M C K, K ={IX I Pow(IX) n Pow(M) =!= 0}. 
Proof: If K E EO.tJE, then K =Pow(K) by Theorem 1.2; also, K E EOtJE 
so K = Pow(K) by Theorem 1.2, and (ii) follows. If (ii) holds, then (iii) 
is satisfied with M =K. Suppose (iii) holds and let N = U {55*Cu) I 55 EM}. 
Then N E EOtJ~· By Theorem 1.2, K C N. Let IX EN; then for some 
55 EM, IX*=55*. By Theorem 2.4, Pow(IX)n Pow(\8)=!=0, so Pow(IX)n 
n Pow(M) =1= 0 and IX E K. Hence K = N and (i) holds. 
Corollary 2. 7. The elementarily closed class generated by M is equal 
to {IX I Pow(IX) n Pow(M) =!= 0 }. 
Theorem 2.8. The following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) K E EO.tJ. 
(ii) K = Prod(K) and K = Pow(K). 
(iii) For some M C K, K ={IX I Pow(IX) n Prod(M) =!= 0}. 
Proof: (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 1.3. (iii) follows from (ii) with M =K. 
Assume (iii) is satisfied. Let N =M*(p.); then N E EOtJ. By Theorem 1.3, 
K C N. Let IX EN. Then M* =N* C IX*, so M* u IX* is consistent. By 
Theorem 2.5, Prod(M) n Pow( IX) =1= 0, so IX E K, K = N, and (i) holds. 
Corollary 2. 9. The member of EOtJ generated by M is equal to 
{IX I Pow( IX) n Prod(M) =!= 0}. 
Corollary 2 .l 0. K E EO~ if and only if K = Pow(K) and K =Prod( X). 
Proof: We recall that K E EO~ if and only if K E EOtJ, and apply 
Theorem 2.8 to K. 
Theorem 2. ll. K E EO if and only if K = Prod(K) and K =Prod( X). 
Proof: By Theorem 1.4, K E EO implies K = Prod(K) and K =Prod( X). 
If K =Prod(K) and K =Prod(K), then K E EOtJ~ by Theorem 2.6, and 
hence K E EO by Theorem 1.4. 
We shall now obtain four "separation principles" involving the notions 
of EO.tJ~, EOtJ, EO~, and EO. The result involving EO (Theorem 2.14) 
may be regarded, apart from our use of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis, as a generalization of Craig's Interpolation Theorem. 
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Theorem 2.12. If K = Pow(K), M = Pow(M), and K n M = 0, then 
there is a class N E ECLJz such that K C Nand M n N = 0. In fact, we may 
take for N the elementarily closed class generated by K. 
Proof: Let N = U {W*<~t> I WE K}. Then K C N and N E ECLJz· If 
W EM n N, then Pow(W) n Pow(K) #- 0 by Corollary 2. 7, so Pow(M) n 
n Pow(K) #- 0 and M n K #- 0. This contradicts our hypotheses, so we 
conclude that M n N = 0. 
Theorem 2.13. (a) IfK=Prod(K),M=Pow(M),and KnM=O, 
then there is a class N E EC,:1 such that K C N and M n N = 0. In fact we 
may take for N the member of EC,:1 generated by K. 
(b) If K=Pow(K), M=Prod(M), and KnM=O, then there exists a 
class N E ECz such that K C N and M n N = 0. In fact, we may take for 
N the complement of the member of EC,:1 generated by M. 
Proof: (b) obviously follows from (a) by interchanging the roles of 
K and M. To prove (a), let N =K*<~t>. Then K C N and N E EC,:1. If 
12! EM n N, then Pow(W) n Prod(K) i= 0 by Corollary 2.9. Hence Pow(M)n 
n Prod(K) #- 0 and M n K #- 0, which is impossible. Therefore M n N = 0 
and our proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.14. If K=Prod(K), M=Prod(M), and K n M=O, then 
there is a clas.s N E EO such that K C N and M n N = 0. 
Proof: If K* u M* were consistent, then by Theorem 2.5 we would 
have Prod(K) n Prod(M) #- 0 and K n M #- 0, which is false. Therefore 
K* u M* is not consistent, that is, there is a finite subset r C K* u M* 
which has no model. Let tP be the conjunction of all the sentences in the 
non-empty finite set (Tn K*) u {fllvo[vo=vo]}. Let N = t!J<~t>. Then N E EO. 
K C N because tP E K*. Finally, M n N = 0 because M* u {tJJ} is not 
consistent. 
By specializing Theorem 2.14 we obtain Craig's Interpolation Theorem, 
which we shall state in both semantical and syntactical forms. 
Craig's Interpolation Theorem. 
Semantical form: If K, ME PC and K n M = 0, then there is a class 
N E EO such that K C N and M n N = 0. 
Syntactical form: If tP, lJf are sentences such that tP --+ lJf is provable 
(with respect to one of the familiar complete formulations of first order 
predicate logic, e.g. in [17]), then there is a sentence e such that tP ---)>- e 
and e ---)>- lJf are provable and every predicate symbol which occurs in e also 
occurs in both tP and P. 
The semantical formulation follows at once from Theorem 2.14 and 
Theorem 1.6. The above two equivalent formulations were pointed out 
in [2]. For Craig's original proof see [7]. 
By means of a Godel numbering of the formulas of a language L(p,), 
where p, is a recursive function on w to w, the syntactical form of Craig's 
Interpolation Theorem can be expressed as an elementary statement 
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about natural numbers. By considering GC:idel's proof in [15] of the 
consistency of the generalized continuum hypothesis and the axiom of 
choice, it has been shown that any elementary statement about natural 
numbers which can be proved under the assumption of the generalized 
continuum hypothesis and the axiom of choice can also be proved without 
these assumptions (see [30]). Thus the use of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis and the axiom of choice in our new proof of Craig's Inter-
polation Theorem is not a serious drawback, because we can conclude 
from our proof that Craig's Interpolation Theorem is true even without 
these assumptions. 
It would be interesting to know whether any of 2.4-2.14 can be proved 
without the generalized continuum hypothesis, and also whether they are 
equivalent to the generalized continuum hypothesis. 
APPENDIX 
We shall give here a brief account, omitting proofs, of a series of results 
obtained by the author by continuing the development of the methods 
used in Section 2. The details will be given in future publications. The 
results which follow are closely related to some work of J6NSSON [18, 19] 
and MoRLEY (unpublished), and especially to some applications of 
J 6NSSON's work by VAUGHT [ 44]. Their investigations were motivated by 
the 1]0-sets of HAUSDORFF [16]. 
I!( is said to be an elementary subsystem or 58, and 58 an elementary 
extension of I!( (see [43]), if A C B and (W, a)*= (58, a)* for every a E Aw. 
We now introduce two notions, the first of which is considered by 
Morley, and both of which are implicit in the work of Vaught. Let <X 
be a cardinal number. 
I!( is said to be ,x-universal if whenever 58 is elementarily equivalent 
to I!( and of cardinality <<X, 58 is isomorphic to an elementary subsystem 
of 1!(. 
I!( is said to be ,x-homogeneo?fS if for any elementary subsystems 58, [ 
of I!( which are both of cardinality < <X, any isomorphism f from 58 to [, 
and any subset Ao C A such that u(Ao) =<X and B u C C A 0 , there exists 
an elementary subsystem W1 of I!( such that Ao C A1 and f can be extended 
to an automorphism of W1. 
Vaught considered these notions with the additional restriction that I!( 
is of cardinality <X, in which case the definition of <X-homogeneity can be 
simplified by always taking A 0 = A1 =A. The following result is given by 
VAUGHT in [44] for the case u(e)<w, and his proof is valid in general. 
Theorem A.l. Suppose <X;>w, <X;>u(e), ,x+=u(2"), and 58 is infinite. 
Then there is, up to isomorphism, exactly one ,x+-universal, ,x+-homogeneous 
structure I!( of cardinality ,x+ such that I!(*= 58*. 
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Any structure of type 0 and of cardinality IX is ~X-universal and IX-
homogeneous. Suppose w<+l = x(2"'-'). Then the wH1-universal, w;+l-
homogeneous unbounded dense simply ordered systems, divisible ordered 
abelian groups, and real closed fields, of cardinality w;+l are, respectively, 
the 1'JH1-systems, the divisible ordered abelian groups whose order struc-
tures are 1');+1-systems, and the real closed fields whose order structures 
are 1');+1-systems, of cardinality w;+l· Thus in these three special cases 
Theorem A.I is closely related to purely algebraic theorems (see [I6], 
[29], [9]). 
Let~ be any ordinal number and let fEr/. By the /-reduct of 2!, denoted 
by 21:/, we mean the structure (A, Rf(;.))J.<; of type (tt(/(A)));.<;· 
The following theorem provides a condition for universal homogeneity 
which is very important for the proofs in the remaining results that we 
shall state. 
Theorem A. 2. The following conditions are equivalent if IX> w. 
(i) For every ~<IX and f E (/, 21:/ is ~X-universal and ~X-homogeneous. 
(ii) For every a E A"' and every set r of formulas <J>(vo) of L(tt EB IX) such 
that x( F)< IX, if every finite subset of r is simultaneously satisfiable in 
(21:, a), then r is simultaneously satisfiable in (21:, a). 
One half of this theorem, the implication from (i) to (ii), was proved 
by Vaught using a theorem of Morley. It follows from the above theorem 
that (ii) is equivalent to universal homogeneity when IX> x(e ). Therefore 
Theorem A.I remains true when ~X-universal ~X-homogeneity is replaced 
by (ii). In fact, there is a very direct proof of Theorem A. I thus formulated 
in terms of (ii) which makes no use of Theorems A. I or A.2 or the notion 
of ~X-universal ~X-homogeneity. Consequently it would have been equally 
convenient to take (ii), instead of ~X-universal ~X-homogeneity, for our basic 
notion. Condition (ii) is in a certain sense analogous to Hausdorff's 
definition of an 1'),;-system (see footnote I of the introduction to this paper). 
In connection with (ii), see also BETH [I]. 
A filter D on a set I is said to countably complete if for every X C D 
such that x(X).;;;;w, we have nx ED. We shall say that D EQ(~X) if D 
is an ultrafilter on some set I (thus I= UD), Dis not countably complete, 
and for each cardinal number (3 <IX and each function F of Sw(f3) into D 
which is monotonic (i.e. t C u implies F(t) C F(u)), there is a function G 
of Sw(f3) into D which is multiplicative (i.e. G(tn u)=G(t)n G(u)) and 
such that G(t) C F(t) for all t E Sw(f3). Hereafter suppose IX, (3 > w. 
Lemma A.3. (i) If IX<(WI, then Q(~X) is the class of all ultrafilters D 
which are not countably complete. 
(ii) If DEQ(~X+), then S"'(UD)CD and x(UD);>IX. 
(iii) IX+= x(2"') if and only if there is an ultrafilter Don IX with D EQ(x(2"')). 
(iv) There is an ultrafilter D on IX with D ¢= Q(~X+) and S"'(~X) CD. 
Notice in particular that if IX+=x(2"') then Q(~X+)#O. (iv) answers a 
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question of Chang. The following theorem makes all the above results 
available for the investigation of ultraproducts. 
Theorem A.4. SupposeD E Q(01.), I= UD, and ('lfi)iei is a system 
of structures of type fh· Then for any ~ < 01. and f E (!~, the !-reduct of Tiiei 
'lfi/D is 01.-universal and 01.-homogeneous. 
If 01. > x(e ), then in the above theorem Tiiei 'lfi/D itself is 01.-universal and 
01.-homogeneous. As a corollary we obtain (a) an improvement of the 
existence part of Theorem A.l, by eliminating the hypothesis IX;>u(e), 
and (b) an improvement, apart from our use of the hypothesis iX+=u(2"'), 
of a theorem of SPECKER [37]. 
Corollary A.5. Suppose iX+=u(2"'), and w<;x(B)<;01.+. Then 5S has 
an elementary extension 'l( of cardinality 01.+ such that 
(a) for every fEe"', 'lCf is 01.+-universal and 01.+-homogeneous; 
(b) if f, g E (!"' and (5Sf)* = (5Sg)*, then 'lCf ::::. 'l(g. 6) 
Theorem A.4. yields a new proof of Theorem 2.2, and leads to sharper 
forms of each of 2.3-2.14. For example, Theorem 2.3 takes the following 
improved form, in which the ultrafilters D, E may be chosen before the 
structures 'lf, 5S are given. 
Corollary A.6. Supposef3+=u(2P),f3>u(e),D,EEQ((3+), UD= UE=(3, 
and 'l(, 5S are of cardinality < (3+. Then 'l(* =5!3* if and only if ll(PjD""' 5SPJE. 
More generally, we have 
Corollary A. 7. Suppose IX>u(e), D, E E Q(01.), 'lf= ITieUD 'lfi/D, 
5!3= ITieUE 5!31/E. If 'lf, 5S are elementarily equivalent and of cardinality 01., 
then they are isomorphic. 7) 
The following is an improved form of Theorem 2.4. 
Corollary A.S. 'lf*=5S* if and only if ll(UDJD,..__,5SUDJD for some 
ultrafilter D. 
We now obtain a converse of Theorem A.4, showing that Q(01.) is exactly 
the class of ultrafilters satisfying the conclusion of that theorem. 
Theorem A. 9. (a) If (3++;:;;,01., then there is a structure 'l( of type (2) 
and cardinality u(2P) such that DE Q(01.) if and only if ll(UDJD is 01.-universal 
and 01.-homogeneous. B) 
(b) 01.+ = u(2"') if and only if every structure 'l( of type (2) and cardinality 
u(2"') has a u(2"')-universal u(2"')-homogeneous ultrapower 'lf"'jD. 
6) Part (b) of Corollary A.5 was pointed out by Vaught, who had previously 
obtained an analogous conclusion but with the additional hypothesis ex~ :><:(e). 
7) Theorem A.4 and Corollaries A.6 and A. 7 were first announced for the special 
cases ex = WI, fJ = w by the author in [21]. The general results were not obtained 
until a year later, and were announced in [24, 25]. 
B) From Theorem A.9 (a) and an improved form of Lemma A.3 (iv), we can 
obtain the negation of Tneorem 2 in [28]. 
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We conclude by indicating, by stating three typical theorems, a series 
of results, depending on the above methods, which are parallel to the 
theorems of Section 2 but concern general reduced products. IJJ is said 
to be a Horn sentence 9) if IJJ is obtained from formulas of the form 
P1 1\ ... 1\ Pn--+ e, or 0, where P1, ... , Pn, e are atomic, by conjunction 
and quantification. We write K E HO if K = IJJ'"'l and IJJ is a Horn sentence, 
and K E HOLJ if K = r(p,) and r is a set of Horn sentences. We denote by 
RProd(K) the class of structures It( isomorphic to a reduced product of 
some system of members of K. CHANG has proved that K E HOLJ implies 
RProd(K)=K. 1o) 
Assumption. Hereafter we assume the generalized continuum hypo-
thesis. 
Theorem A.10. K EHOLJ if and only if RProd(K)=KandPow(K)=K. 
Theorem A .11. K EHO if and only if RProd(K) = K and Prod(K) = K. 
Theorem A.12. If K=RProd(K), M=Prod(M), and KnM=O, 
there exists N E HO such that K C N and M n N = 0. 
9) For the history of Horn sentences see [6]. 
10 ) This result was announced in [33], and a proof is given in [12]. 
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